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ABSTRACT 

Yields were measured for 235U sputtered from UF4 by 160, 19F, and 35 CL 

over the energy range "'.12 to 1.5 MeV/ amu using a charge equilibrated 

beam in the stripped beam arrangement for all the incident ions and in 

the transmission arrangement for 19F and 35Cl. In addition, yields were 

measured for 19F incident in a wide range of discrete charge states. The 

angular dependence of all the measured yields were consistent with cos\9-. 

The stripped beam and transmission data were well fit by the form 

Az6
2 ln(Bf:) 

[ 

4 

q f: where £ was the ion energy in !vfe V / amu and zaq ( t) was taken 

.. ·rroriiZeigler(80). The fitfe'd vruues 'of JJ'foi: the varfous se'ts of data were 

consistent with a constant B 0 , equal to 36.3±2.7, independent of incident 

ion. The fitted values of A show no consistent variation with incident ion 

although a difference can be noted between the stripped beam and 

transmission values, the transmission values being higher. 

The incident charge data were well fit by the assumptions that the 

sputtering yield depended locally on a power of the incident ion charge 

and that the sputtering from the surface is exponentially correlated to 

conditions in the bulk. The equilibrated sputtering yields derived from 

these data are in agreement with 'the stripped beam yields. 

In addition, to aid in the understanding of these data, the data of 

Hakansson(80,81a,81 b) were examined and contrasted with the UF4 

results. The thermal models of Seiberling(80) and Watson(81) were dis-

cussed and compared to the data. 
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I. Introduction 

The experiments described in this thesis are the continuation of 

investigalions by Griffith(79) and Seiberling(80, 81) on the sputtering of 

' UF4 caused by ions with energies near the peak of the electronic stopping 

power ("'. 1-2MeV/amu). The techniques used to measure sputtering were 

described in detail by Griffith. For this reason, only a general description 

is presented here. However, as the experimental equipment was con-

structed particularly for the experiments described in this thesis, it will 

be discussed thoroughly. 

The focus of this work was to determine the detailed dependence of 

the sputtering yield on the energy and charge of the incident ion. 

Previous experiments used beams of a single charge state and the 

yield showed a dependence on this charge. To eliminate this effect and 

see the true energy dependence of the sputtering mechanism, two 

related sets of experiments were performed. Both purported to look at 
. . . 

the sputtering caused by a beam in charge equilibrium, i.e., a beam in 

which the relative populations of charge states are unaffected by the pas

sage of the beam through matter. In one, the transmission experiments, 

the sputtering target, UF4 , was placed on the back of a thin carbon foil. 

As the beam traversed "'3000A of matter before reaching the free surface 

of the UF4 it had ample opportunity to reach equilibrium. In the second, 

the stripped beam experiments,- a carbon foil was placed 1.2c7n in front 

of the target. It was assumed that the beam came to equilibrium in the 

foil and that it remained in equilibrium in emergence from the foil and 

traversal of the vacuum to the target. These experiments are shown 

schematically in fig.1. 
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The sputtering yield was also investigated over a wider range of 

incident charge state than previously examined. To achieve this range a 

carbon foil was used to strip the beam after its emergence from the 

accelerator. This arrangement is shown in fig.2. Examination of these 

data allowed a separate determination of the sputtering yield at equili

brium charge. 

It was desired to measure c;; in UF4 for comparison of its energy 

dependence with that of the sputtering yield. This was done using Ruth

erford scattering. This technique was also used to look for the effects of 

charge equilibration in ~ in both UF4 and U02 and to set a limit on the 

number of fluorine atoms sputtered per uranium atom in UF4 • 

Sputtering, whether it be initiated by events near the surface of a 

material or deep in the bulk, is essentially a surface phenomenon and 

depends strongly on the condition of the surface. In the experiments 

performed, care was taken to ensure the cleanliness of the surface of the 

UF4 • The UF4 was evaporated onto backings in a clean, good vacuum 

(~1x10-6torr) to ensure cleanliness of the bulk material. During the 

experiments, and for some time before as well, the targets were held at 

elevated temperatures ( 140-160°C) and low pressures (~5xl0-9torr) to 

drive contaminants off the surface. 

To achieve the temperatures and pressures needed for these experi

ments and to allow integration of the incident ion beam current, care was 

taken in the selection and preparation of the materials used in the con

struction of the experimental equipment. The major portion of the equip

ment consisted of 304 stainless ·steel (no other steels were used in the 

UHV chamber). Stainless steel has a very low vapor pressure at the 
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temperatures used and is readily cleaned by various acid baths. The 304 

grade, though more difficult to machine than other grades of stainless, 

was chosen as it is the material used in commercially available UIN 

.flanges and blankoffs . Using the same grade throughout helped to assure 

the vacuum-worthiness of the welded joints. 

One large part was made from 2024 aluminum. The presence of an 

aluminum alloy caused concern as its vapor pressure, due mostly to 

trace zinc, varies from sample to sample. However this piece rode on a 

steel rod and it was felt that the use of two such dissimilar metals was 

needed to avoid vacuum welding problems. Such was the case and the 

chamber pressure was unaffected. In addition, there were several small 

pieces made from aluminum out of expediency. They were added one at 

a time and, as no adverse effects were noted on the attainable vacuum, 

they were allowed to remain. 

Aluminum foil (Alfa-Ventron Co.) was used to catch the sputtered 

uranium atoms. It was high purity aluminum and was known to cause no 

vacuum problems (Griffith(79)). 

Copper was used both because of its heat conductivity and the ability 

of UF4 to adhere to it in thin layers. For the integrity of the vacuum, only 

OFHC (oxygen free, high conductivity) copper was used. 

Electrical insulation caused the most difficulty. All organic insula

tors and even tefton had unacceptable vapor pressures. Only glass and 

Macor were usable . Macor is a machinable glass-mica compound mark

eted by Corning. It is composed of white opal glass doped with .fluorine. 

Under heat treatment mica crystals appear in the matrix and grow until 

they are "-'20µrn in length and occupy ...... 553 of the volume. The random 

orientation of these crystals give the material its machinabilily; during 
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machining fractures can propagate only the length of one mica crystal 

before they touch a crystal of different orientation and are stopped. 

All parts that were placed in the UHV chamber, with the exception of 

the aluminum catcher foils, were UHV cleaned. 
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II. Sputtering Experiments 

A Equipment 

All of the experiments described herein were performed using the EN 

Tandem Van de Graaff accelerator in the Kellogg Radiation Laboratory. 

The sputtering experiments were perf armed in the UHV chamber on the 

N10° beamline while the experiments using Rutherford scattering were 

performed in the center leg scattering chamber. 

The UHV chamber was designed by J.E. Griffith expressly for sputter

ing experiments. The chamber and N10° beamline are shown in fig.3 . The 

chamber was a 304 stainless steel cylinder, 6" in diameter, 13" in length, 

with standard 8" CFF flanges on both ends. There were three l}f' ports 

mounted radially, all in the same plane, 5" from one end of the cylinder. 

All three had standard 2X" CFF flanges. They were spaced at intervals of 

90° around the chamber. As the chamber was mounted on the N10° leg, 

two of the ports were collinear with the beamline and the third was at the 

top of the chamber. The ports at the top and back of the chamber were 

sealed with quartz window blankoffs. The front port was connected to the 

beamline. 

The vacuum system for this chamber was mounted on the 8" ftange 

farthest from the 1Y,." ports. It consisted of an Ultek 80 l /sec D-I ion 

pump and an Ultek sorption pump. The ion pump was mounted directly 

to the chamber. A grounded wire grid was placed over the mouth of the 

pump to impede electrons escaping from the pump from reaching the 

target. In between the ion and sorption pumps were a Granville-Philips t" 

gold seal right-angle valve, a double-faced flange equipped with a Nupro 
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Co. needle valve, a U.S. Gauge absolute pressure gauge, and a Teledyne 

Haslings-Raydist DV-6M thermocouple vacuum gauge, and a Viton seal 

valve. The needle valve was connected to a bottle of dry nitrogen gas 

equipped with a regulator via~" copper tubing. A coldtrap was formed in 

the tubing by wrapping six turns in it (diameter ...... 5") and placing it in a 

liquid nitrogen dewar. Between the needle valve and the coldtrap was a 

tee with a 3 psig relief valve and a throttle valve on the free leg. 

A liquid nitrogen inline coldtrap isolated the chamber from the 

beamline. Between the coldtrap and the chamber were a Granville- Phi

lips straight-through valve and a cross which held a 3m.m tantalum colli

mator. The collimator was mounted on a single pin electrical feedthru so 

that it could both be biased and any current impinging upon it could be 

measured. A large permanent magnet, with its field perpendicular to the 

beamline, sat on top of the cross to deflect any electrons escaping from 

the collimator. 

The experimental apparatus was mounted on the remaining 8" flange. 

The major portion of the apparatus was an 8" CFF blankoff. On this 

blankoff were three l}f' ports with 2X" CFF flanges and one ;r port with a 

rotatable CFF mini flange. All of these were made of 304 stainless steel. 

As arranged for these experiments, only the lM" ports were used. 

The :X" port was installed in case the need arose for more electrical 

feedthrus than could be provided with a single lW' port; the need never 

materialized. One port was used for electrical feedthrus, an eight pin 

feedthru being installed in it. The pins were composed of Kovar and hol

low; they were welded shut on the chamber-side ends. The othe r ports 

held linear motion feedthrus, one with 2" of travel and the other with 6". 
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In addition to the ports, several holes were drilled in the chamber

side of the blanko:ff, all "'*'' deep and tapped with 8-32 threads. 

At the heart of the apparatus were the UF4 target and the aluminum 

catcher foils. The foils were held on the inside surface of a stainless steel 

cylinder (3"0.D., 2.875"!.D., 4.625" in length) by two steel runners on 

opposite sides of the cylinder. Each runner was held in place by two 2-56 

screws, one at each end. Two 4"x}f' slots, running the length of cylinder, 

were cut on opposite sides of the cylinder. One of the slots gave the ion 

beam entrance while the other allowed viewing of the target. The 

cylinder was held by an assembly consisting of steel clamps at the top 

and bottom of. the cylinder attached to Macor blocks which were in turn 

attached to an aluminum block. The Macor served to electrically isolate 

the cylinder. The aluminum block rode on a }{" steel rod which, along 

with two other steel rods of the same length, was screwed into an 8-32 

tapped hole in the blanko:ff. All three rods were connected at their other 

ends by an aluminum plate for rigidity. The aluminum block was con

nected to the 6" linear motion feedthru. In this manner the position of 

the catcher foil cylinder could be varied. 

A second of the rods held a "'W' section of alumina tubing. This piece 

served as an insulated support for the copper wire connecting the 

cylinder to a feedthru pin. 

The cylinder was held such that its axis passed through the center of 

the target. 

The assembly holding the target was of more complexity than that 

which held the catcher foils. At the heart of the assembly was an OFHC 

copper block, 1~" wide by 2" high by .188" thick. Two openings were cut 

through the face of the block, a .438" hole centered .313" from the top of 
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the block and a .375" hole X" lower. Both were on the centerline of the 

block. The .438" hole held a quartz disc for viewing the beamspot while 

the sputtering target was placed over the .375" hole. Since the target was 

evaporated onto a .010" tantalum foil holder (for transmission experi

ments) or a .010" copper backing (for forward direction experiments), a 

.010" recess was machined into the face of the block. In this way, the tar

get was held flush with the surface of the copper block. 

Collimating plates were attached to the block above and below the 

target with two 2-56 screws on each. These were semicircular plates 

made from .031" steel or .020" aluminum (used only for the stripped 

beam experiments). In all of the experiments, a pair of collimators was 

attached to the UF4 side of the block. For transmission experiments an 

additional pair was attached to the opposite side. The target side colli-

mators, as their name implies, collimated the sputtered atoms into bands 

on the catcher foils. In addition they helped to trap any secondary elec

trons and thus improve charge integration. Charge integration was the 

sole purpose of the second pair of plates in transmission experiments. 

Fig.4 shows the apparatus as set up for transmission experiments. The 

second pair of collimators has been omitted for clarity. 

In the stripped beam experiments the stripper foil was attached to 

the upper aluminum collimator plate so that the foil was centered 

between the collimators. On each collimator a * " wide C-shaped cut was 

made; the interior of the C was bent away from the beamline to form 

flaps on the outside of the collirnators. The flap on the upper collimator 

had a hole drilled through it and the foil holder was attached to it with a 

2-56 screw. The foil holder was a piece of .020" aluminum with a .375" 

hole for the foil. The foil sat 1.2cm. in front of the target. 
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In contrast to the catcher cylinder, the target assembly was attached 

directly to the 2" linear motion feedthru. A .375" steel rod was attached 

to the feedthru and was collinear to it. At the top of the rod was a steel 

block, .375" thick. Attached to the back of this was a Macor block, 1.3" by 

1~" by }.( ". The copper block was attached to the front of the Mac or by 

four 2-56 screws. Since the Macor was mounted .188" off of the center of 

the feedthru, the target side of the .188" copper block was on the 

f eedthru axis. 

The Macor block served several purposes. It insulated the target 

electrically and thermally from the blankoff and provided a convenient 

location for the target's resistive heater. The heater element was ~10" of 

.015" tungsten wire coiled into a recess in the surface of the Macor fa cing 

the copper block. The recess was formed by two circular depressions, }f' 

in diameter and .031" deep, which overlapped each other by ""'.001". The 

tungsten wire entered the recess from the back of the Macor through a 

.030" hole in one circle, crossed through the overlap to the other circle, 

and exited out a s·econd .030" hole to the back of the Macor . Two sap

phire discs, W' in diameter and .019" thick, covered the wire in the recess 

and electrically isolated the heater from the target. The combination of 

wire and discs protruded .002" from the surface of the Macor to ensure 

mechanical contact. By using sapphire, the heater remained in good 

thermal contact with the target. 

The heater resis tance was .540 when cold and .650 when a current of 

3. 7 A flowed through it (while the electrical feedthrus were rated at 4.A 

the heater could be seen glowing a dull red through the Macor at this 

current and it was fe ared that structural damage would result at higher 

currents). The temperature that the target could achieve varie d 
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depending on which collimators were in use. With both pairs of steel colli-

mators, as used in transmission experiments, the target reached only 

150°C with a current of 3.7A. With a single pair of aluminum collimators, 

the temperature reached 210°c with 3.2A. 

A chromel-constantan thermocouple was mounted in the copper 

block to monitor its temperature. To guarantee that the temperature 

measured was at least a lower bound to the target temperature, the ther

mocouple was positioned with the UF4 target between it and the heater. A 

.128" hole was drilled through the width of the copper block between the 

holes for the quartz and the target. The thermocouple was fed through 

this hole with a lead extending from each end. The leads were insulated 

with alumina tubing (.126"0.D., .064"1.D.) except for the thermocouple 

junction which was forced into contact with the copper block. 

The thermocouple leads were not attached directly to the electrical 

feedthrus. Instead, they were attached to bolts fastened through the 

Macor. Leads from the feedthrus were attached to the other ends of the 

bolts, a chrome! lead on the chromel side and a constantan lead on the 

constantan side. This arrangement put the thermocouple's reference 

junction on the electrical feedthru which was held to room temperature 

by the thermal mass of the steel blankoff. The reason for this added 

complexity, which was repeated with the leads to the heater, was to allow 

the target assembly, with its many small pieces and fine wires, to be 

assembled independently of the heavy steel blankoff. 

There were five electrical connections to the target assembly, two 

each to the heater and thermocouple and one for charge integration. 

Three of the wires were copper while the thermocouple leads were 

chromel and constantan, as stated above. All five were threaded through 
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a Macor guide block attached to the steel blankoff. Between the guide 

and the target, the leads were insulated with "'1" sections of glass tubing . 

Connected in this fashion, the target assembly could be moved up and 

down without fear of the leads shorting against each other, the blankoff, 

or the cylinder. In addition, the placement of the guide against the 

blankoff directly under the edge of the cylinder, assured that the leads 

could not interfere with the movement of the cylinder. 

The leads were attached to the electrical feedthru by wrapping them 

around the Kovar pins. They were secured by copper alligator clips. The 

pins on which the cylinder and target were attached were connected 

together on the outside of the blankoff. During experiments they were 

further connected to a soov battery via a large resistor ("' 1MO) which put 

a 300v bias on both cylinder and target. The collected current was sent to 

a Brookhaven Nuclear Instruments Corp . Model 1000 current meter and 

integrator by RG-58 cable. The output of the integrator was sent to a 

Tennelec TC 550 scaler from which the charge incident on the target was 

read. 

As read on the current meter, the leakage current on the target, i.e., 

the target current in the absence of beam, was typically - .18nA. This 

current was due to electrons escaping from the ion pump and passing 

through the grounded grid to be accelerated onto the target. When the 

pump was off, the leakage current dropped to <50.pA. 

Some of the experiments performed required higher charg e sta tes 

tha n the normal operation of the accelerator could provide. In a tand em 

Van de Graaff, the beam is injected into the machine either neutra l or 

with a single negative charge per atom. As the beam passes through the 

terminal, it encounters matte r in the form of thin foils or, in the c ase of 
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the Kellogg EN machine, N2 gas. Collisions with this matter strip away 

electrons from the beam, leaving the atoms with an overall positive 

charge. These positive ions are then accelerated away from the positively · 

charged terminal so that the ions have a greater energy on exit than on 

entrance. The distribution of charge states in the exit beam is that 

corresponding to the beam energy at the terminal and is thus lower than 

that corresponding to the exit energy. For the 19F beams produced by 

the tandem ( "'2-35Me V) , the average exit charge is 2 to 4 lower than 

appropriate for the exit energy. 

To get higher charge states, a carbon foil was placed at the object of 

the 90° spectrometer magnet as shown in fig.2. The placement was 

chosen as the 90° magnet could then be used to select the desired charge 

state from the beam. Also, the focusing properties of the magnet helped 

to overcome the angle straggling caused by passage through the foil. The 

foil holder was a piece of aluminum on a steel rod which was mounted on 

a lucite vie1vport. The aluminum was bent into a dogleg so that rotating 

the rod brought the foil in and out of the beamline. When out of the 

beam, the holder did not interfere with the movement of the object 

tantalum/quartz beam diagnostics . 

As originally mounted, the carbon foil was 20 .µg / cm.2 thick and was 

supported on a .001" thick, 90% transmission nickel screen over a X" hole. 

The nic kel was intended to aid in dispersion of heat from the foil. 

Instead, it served to destroy the foil by melting when exposed to beams of 

> lµA of 19F with energies between "'5 and 15Me V. The holder was remade, 

the X" hole being replaced by a !.(" by X" slot. The nickel was discarded 

and a 46.µg/cm. 2 carbon foil was mounted. This arrangement proved to 

be more resilient; it withstood "'3µA of 35Cl +4 at 15.Me V. 
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B. Vacuum Procedure 

The procedure for pUillping out the chamber was the following . After 

the chamber was sealed up, the sorption pump was cooled a nd the right 

angle valve and the Viton seal valve were opened. When c arbon foils were 

used in the chamber, the Viton valve was opened slowly and, monitoring 

with the U.S. Gauge absolute pressure gauge, the pressure in the 

chamber was allowed to drop at no more than . lpsi/ s ec . The pumping 

speed of the sorption pump dropped severely at pressures under 100µm., 

possibly due to a crack opening up when the pump was cooled (at room 

temperature the pump was heliUill leak-tight) . Because of this, the inline 

coldtrap was filled and the straight through valve opened when the 

cha mber pressure was below 100µm. The Viton valve wa s closed at the 

same time. Opening the stra ight through valve allowed the N10° diffusion 

pump to evacuate the chamber. The coldtrap impeded the ft.ow of 

diffusion oil into the chamber. After the chamber pressure droppe d below 

5µm, both gold s e al valves were closed and the ion pump turned on. After 

the ion pump was started, both the coldtrap and the sorption pump were 

allowed to warm up. The sorption pump was vented after it reached room 

temperature. 

As soon as the chamber pressure fell to below 1x10-5torr, the 

charnber walls were hea ted by a h eat tape wrapped around the chamber. 

The heat tape was powered by a _Variac. With 12ov across the heat tape, 

the chamber walls were at ...... 100°c. The 1¥,." port on the bla nkoff on which 

the t a rget was mounted only reached ...... z5°c. The tape was turned off and 

the chamber allowed to cool to room temperature b e fore the experi

m ents were performed. 
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Healing the chamber increased the rate of ou tgassing of the material 

adsorbed on the inside of the chamber (e.g., H20, C02) and permitted this 

material to be pumped out of the chamber more quickly. Use of the 

Variac allowed control of this outgassing so that the chamber pressure 

never rose above 1x10-5 torr. 

After the chamber itself had been outgassed, i.e ., after the heat tape 

had been brought to full power and the chamber pressure had resumed 

its descent, the target heater was turned on and the outgassing pro

cedure repeated. The outgassing of the cylinder and target were per

formed separately as the rates of outgassing were unpredictable and thus 

consecutive outgassing periods gave greater control over the chamber 

pressure. 

After both chamber and target were outgassed, the chamber pres

sure would drop by a factor of 30-100 when the chamber was allowed to 

cool to room temperature. If the target was cooled as well, the pressure 

dropped b elow readability (~5x10-10torr ). 

During the experiments the target temperature was held at 150°C. 

The chamber was filled with dry nitrogen gas to bring it up to atmos

pheric pressure. The throttle valve on the copper tubing and the valve on 

the nitrogen bottle were opened. Once the ftow rate was adjusted ("'1psi 

difference on the regulator with the throttle valve opened and closed), 

the coiled section of tubing was immersed in liquid nitrogen to freeze out 

any impurities in the gas. The throttle valve was closed afte r the nitro

gen ~topped boiling. If the section between the right-angle and the Viton 

valves was not at vacuum (~5rnrn), the sorption pump was cooled and the 

section pumped out. With the line at an acceptable pressure, the ion 

pump wa s turned off and the right-angle valve opened. If no carbon foils 
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were inside, the needle valve was opened wide. If there were, the pres

sure was monitored with the absolute pressure gauge and the needle 

valve was opened slowly, the pressure allowed to rise at no more than 

. lpsi/ sec . 

Once the chamber was at atmospheric pressure, the needle valve and 

the nitrogen bottle regulator were closed, the throttle valve opened, and 

the copper coils removed from their liquid nitrogen bath. The impurities 

frozen in the coils would then boil off and exit violently through the throt

tle valve . 

C. Target Preparation 

The sputtering targets used in these experiments consisted of "'2000 

A (~140µg/cm2) of UF4 on either a c;opper or carbon backing. The former 

was used for all forward sputtering experiments and the latter for the 

transmission runs. The uranium was enriched to 93.08% 235U. 

The copper backings were made of .010" copper sheet. After being 

cut to size and screw holes drilled, the blanks were polished to optical 

smoothness. First 600 grit sandpaper and then 5, 2, and lµm polishing 

compound, suspended in methanol, were used to achieve this finish. At 

every change of polishing agent the blanks were given an ultrasonic bath 

in methanol. After the polishing, the blanks were given the standard UHV 

copper cleaning. 

The carbon backings were foils made by the Arizona Carbon Foil Co. 

The thickness of the foils, as claimed by the manufacturer, ranged from 

18.3 to 21.7 µg/cm2 ('""800 to 1000A). The foils were mounted over a .438" 

hole in a .010" thick tungsten backing. Before mounting the foils, the 
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tungsten was cleaned by the same procedure as used for copper. 

Once the backings were readied, the procedure went independently 

of the backing material. Application of the UF4 layer was done by eva

poration in a Veeco VE-775 vacuum system. The UF4 was loaded into a 

.005" 'closed' tungsten boat, "'Mrng at a time. This amount would suffice 

for "'4 evaporations. The backings were mounted "'8" away from the boat 

and an alUil1inurn foil tent was arranged around the two to minimize the 

amount of uranium evaporated onto the belljar itself. The boat was 

baked, typically at 40.A overnight, to drive the water and other contam

inants off the slightly hydroscopic UF4 . With the liquid nitrogen coldtrap 

filled, the belljar pressure fell to below 3x10-7 torr. 

The rate of evaporation of the UF4 was a compromise betwe en time 

and pressure. }t was_ thouglit _des_ir~bl~ t<;> .c:o_mplete U-1:e e_var)Qra_tion in 

the shortest time and under the lowest pressure possible so that the 

layer of UF4 laid down would contain the fewest number of trapped resi

dual gas molecules (typically N2 and diffusion pump oil). Unfortunately, 

the rate of evaporation could only be raised by raising the boat tempera

ture. This in turn raised the outgassing rate of the boat and increased 

the belljar pressure. The best compromise that could be struck was to 

hold the pressure under ix 10-6 torr in which case the evaporation could 

be completed in less than 90 sec. 

In one of the : experiments, a U02 target was used. This was 

formed by first evaporating a layer of depleted uranium onto a copper 

backing and then heating it in air to form the oxide. The evaporation was 

performed in the same manner as the UF4 , except that the boat used was 

a a .005" open tungsten boat instead of a closed one. The uranium layer 

eva porated, 13.µg / crn2 , while adequate, was thinner than planned as the 
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boat melted during the evaporation. Melting occurred at "'140.A of boat 

current; Mendenhall(SO) has demonstrated that these boats will with

stand currents in excess of 240.A. This melting serves to bolster molten 

uranium's reputation as a universal solvent of metals. Future evapora

tions of uranium should be done in an alumina lined boat. 

After the uranium layer was laid down, it was oxidized by placing it in 

a test tube which was immersed in boiling water. After "'5 minutes, the 

color which was originally a dark yellow changed very slightly to a yellow

brown which remained llllchanged on further heating. 

_,. 
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III. Analysis 

A Sputtering Yield 

Uraniwn atoms sputtered from the target were caught on the alumi

num foils on the inside of the catcher cylinder. The collimators on the 

target assembly limited the atoms to a band "'.4" wide along the foils. 

The cylinder and foils were moved .W' between runs . After exposure, the 

foils were removed from the cylinder and cut into pieces less than "'2" by 

"'H~". These dimensions were nominally those of the muscovite mica 

sheets used as a sort of photographic positive to expose the locations of 

the sputtered uranium atoms. The mica sheets, "'.010" thick, were 

·cleaved to provide clean surfaces between which the exposed foils were 

placed. These sandwiches, along with a control composed of a cloven 

mica and two pieces of uranium doped glass, were clamped in a lucite 

holder. The entire assembly was placed in the center vertical column of 

the UCLA research reactor and the reactor run at lOOkW for 30 minutes. 

This bathed the assembly in "'3. lx 10rn neutrons I cm 2 and fissioned 

"'1.4X10-4 % of the uranium atoms. After this, the micas were removed 

and etched in 48% HF for 15 minutes. This etching converted the paths 

along which the fission fragments traveled into voids, or tracks, which 

were visible under a microscope. 

The tracks were counted with a Leitz Wetzlar microscope at either 

625X or 1250X magnification. A reticule of known area allowed the 

counted numbers to be converted into areal densities. Approximately 

200,000 tracks were counted by the author in the course of the work. 
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The uranium doped glass was included to provide a more accurate, or 

at least more consistent, measure of neutron dose than the UCLA reactor 

operators could provide. The glass was obtained from the National 

Bureau of Standards and carried the appellation NBS-612. It contained 

8. 95x 10- 8 fraction by weight of 235U . . By measuring the number of tracks 

occurring under such a glass, the total neutron ftux, or, more simply, the 

conversion from densities of tracks to uranium atoms, could be deter

mined. This was complicated by the fact that the fission fragments 

emerged from a solid and that the lengths of the tracks produced in the 

mica ranged from "'lOµm down to 0. Tracks with zero length are, of 

course, hard to count. However, since all of the tracks were counted by 

the same observer, it is felt that the sputtering yields reported in this 

work are at least internally consistent. In addition, the measured neu

tron doses were in close agreement with those observed by Griffith(79). 

A further complication is the lack of accurate measurements in the 

average range of :fission fragments . This range is proportional to the 

number of uranium atoms per area whose fission fragments can escape 

the doped glass and cause tracks. In keeping with earlier work in 

Kellogg(Gregg(77), Griffith(79), Seiberling(80)), the range was assumed to 

be 2.24xl0- 3g/cm2 • 

The sputtering yield S was calculated by the following procedure. 

The track density was fit to the fo_rm 

n(x) = n0cos[~ (3.1) 

by least squares. Several runs were x2-fit for comparison. The 

differences in n.0 were typically <1%, the worst case being 1.5%. The least 

s quares fit was u s ed as, since all calculations were performed on an HP-67 
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calculator, it was a great deal faster than the x2 fit. 

The background, due to trace fissionable elements in the mica and 

foils, was subtracted off after the fit was performed. This was possible, 

and desirable, as the background was measured independently by count

ing the tracks between the bands of foil exposed to the sputtered 

uranium atoms. That these tracks were due to trace fissionable eleme nts 

in the foils and mica and not to sputtered atoms bouncing one or more 

limes before sticking is evidenced by the observation that the number of 

number tracks showed no x dependence. 

The subtraction was done in the following manner. What was actually 

fit was 

n(~) = n0cos'l9,+~n 

where 

For constant ~n. a least squares procedure yields 

no = -----=-----
2.:cos19-l 
i 

2.:~cos~i [ ~cos'!9-i 
= _.,,_------~n _i -----1 

2.:cos'!9-i2 2:cos19-l 
i i 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4a) 

(3.4b) 

To find the total number of tracks, N,0 ,, eqn.3. 1 with the n 0 from 

eqn.3.4 was integrate d over the hemispher e e xposed to the sputte r e d 

atoms, 



Ntot = J n(x) dA 
A 

Converting from x to 1J. yields 

Ntot = J n('IJ.) R 2 dD 
27T 

21T 

= 2rrR2f n 0cos'IJ. sin'IJ. d'IJ. 
0 
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(3.5) 

(3.6) 

The sputtering yield, S, was Ntot divided by the number of ions, Ni, to 

strike the target. For a beam. of charge state q and total charge Q, Ni 

was 

where e is the electron charge. Therefore S was 

qe Ntot 
S=---

Q 

B. EITor Analysis 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

Uncertainties appear in the sputtering yield from three sources: 

geometry of the experimental apparatus, integration of the berun 

current, and statistical uncertainties in the counting of the sputtered 

atoms. They will be discussed in that order. 

The analysis of the sputtering data is done under assumptions that 

the source of sputtered atoms is pointlike and at the center of the 
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cylinder on which ca.tcher foil is localed. Also, thu.t the bc:~·1d of the 

cylinder examined is narrow enough to be considered spherical. Of these, 

the 'sphericalness' of the cylinder o.nd the location of the foil against the 

cylinder a.re the better assumptions. The exposed portion of the foil was 

"'.4" wide and was centered on the beamspot. Thus the variation in dis-

lance from target to foil was at most 1% of the cylinder's 3.63crri radius. 

Whenever possible, data were taken from the center of the bands. As for 

the foil, in no case did it sit more than "'lm.rri off of the inner surface of 

the cylinder and such wrinkles were no more than "'3rrim. out of the 

=::;;52rnm. foil length. Their effect on the sputtering yield was estimated to 

be less than 1%, i.e., 

(3.9) 

,._, .3% . 

Estimating the effects of the finite beamspot and the nonconcentri

city of the target and foil was more involved. (Since translation of the 

target transverse to the beam direction produced an effect equivalent to 

a beamspot of finite extent, only the translation will be examined in 

detail.) Lacking a rigorous analytical technique, the effects of target 

translation were examined numerically. A point source was assumed to 

be at (x 0 ,y0 ) where the beam direction was along the y-axis. The collect

ing surface was at x 2 +y2=a2 • The source emitted atoms with the distribu-

lion 

(3.10) 



Tite r,cor:-ietry is shown in fig.5. The areal dislr.iDntion of atorns en the col·· 

leclor in terms of the angle 19 was 

a 2cosp n(v) = 2 , ) cos(19-~) 
r \~ 

(3. 11) 

[
(x8+y8)°* ( [Y_o1]) 

~ = 19-arcsin a os 11-arctan ~ 

Given a point (x 0 ,y0) this function was calculated at 18 evenly spaced 

points from 19 = -85° to +85° (the data gathered were taken typically at. 

constant intervals) . These values were fit to the form nocos19 by a least 

squares procedure. The departure of no from 1 was taken to be the error 

int.reduced by the translation to (x 0 ,y0) from the oiigin. The errors at a 

selected set of points are shown in table l. The results show that the 

sputtering yield is very insensitive to translations in the transverse direc-

lion and thus also to the finite extent of the beamspot. At the maximum 

displacement possible, 3.mm, the error is only 1.0%. For translations in 

the beam direction the case is much worse. The target and cylinder 

could conceivably have moved 2.mrn before touching each other. This 

would have resulted in a "'9% error in the yield. 

A check on translations in the beam direction could be made for the 

stripped beam experiments. In these runs a portion of the catcher foil 

was shadowed from the beamspot by the stripper foil holder. The dis

tance along the foil required to go from exposed lo shadow, along with the 

target geometry, provided a measure of the beamspot size, typically 

1.2rnrn FWHM. Once the beamspot size was known, the shadowing on the 

foil caused by the collimators near '!1=0° was used to determine the target 
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offse t in the beam direction. For the stripped beam runs, this displace

ment was sl.mm, corresponding to a 5% uncertainty. This was the uncer

tainty used for all the runs. 

Estimation of the uncertainty in beam integration was difficult as 

there were no direct checks, such as Rutherford scattering, that could be 

used to measure the efficiency of charge collection. Instead, great faith 

was placed in the design of the experimental equipment. The target, col

limation plates, and catcher cylinder formed a Faraday cup. In addition, 

a bias of +300v was applied to the apparatus to impede the escape of 

secondary electrons. 

An experiment bearing on this question was performed by Qiu(81). 

This was a sputtering experiment performed in the same Nl0° UHV 

chamber as tbe experiments described here. The apparatus, which held 

up to four target and catcher foil combinations at once, did not form a 

Faraday cup and the integrity of charge integration was maintained only 

by the bias on it. The sputtering yields measured reproduced to vvithin 

""10% for the targets run at the same time. Several runs were performed 

with different target biases to determine the minimum bias necessary to 

assure run-to-run reproducibility. It was found that biases of +soov and 

above brought the run-to-run reproducibility down to the ,..., 10% intra-run 

reproducibility. 

It is assumed that the charge· integration uncertainty was 10%. 

In fitting the data, distance along the mica, x, was conve rte d to angu

lar displacement, 19. It was assumed that the mica was an exact copy of 

the catcher foil it had b een exposed to. If the foil had been in perfect 

contact with the inner surface of the catcher cylinder, 19 would be g iven 

by 



:c v = -
R 

- ;.~~J -

where R wa:> the inner radius of the cylinder. The contact was not per

f eel, as no Led before. However the difference in length so caused v.-c.s 

typically less than lµm. so it was ignored. 

A more significant uncertainty was the determination of the point x 0 

corresponding to V.=47°. This was particularly true for the transmission 

runs where almost the full 180° was viewed. The length of exposed alwni

num foil was 105.0m.m.. The foil was cut into two so as to be placed in the 

mica sandwiches. The cuts were accurate to "'.5m.m. so that the resulting 

pieces were 52.5±.5m.m. long. The micas were 51.4m.m. long. Thus the foils 

overlapped the micas by .5-l.5m.m. and made the determination of x 0 unc

ertain by the same amount. To see the effect of this on the fit to the 

data, two runs were fit with different offsets and the values of n0 exam-

ined versus the offset. The values of no varied approximately linearly with 

the offset at the rate of 4% per mm of offset. An offset of lmm produced a 

noticeable skewing to the fit to the data. For this reason it was assumed 

that only offsets of less than lm.m escaped notice. The total error in both 

halves of the foil was taken to be 6%. 

This error applies only to transmission runs. For all other experi

ments the foils could be conveniently cut into pieces smaller than the 

micas. For these, the location of the edges, and thus x 0 , was limited by 

the random location of tracks. In all cases xa could be determined to 

within. lmm.. The error associated with this was ignored. 

There was also an uncertainty in n 0 due to the statistics of the distri-

bution of tracks. 
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For all the runs performed, the density of tracks due to sputtered 

atoms was large enough compared to those caused by contamination of 

the mica and foils that the cross term from the uncertainty in back

ground was not a significant fraction of the uncertainty in n 0 . Ignoring 

the effects of background, the uncertainty in n 0 was 

[ 

no 
a(n0 ) = 2= ~ ~ cos i 

i 

(3.12) 

The value of a(n0 ) was typically 3% of n 0 whereas the uncertainty in !:::.n, 

when weighted as in the subtraction term of eqn.3.4b, was a third of this. 

Adding all of the above uncertainties in quadrature yields an uncer

tainty of "'13% for the transmission experiments and "'12% for the 

stripped beam and charge state experiments. The error bars sho·wn on 

the points in the figures are those appropriate for each point. 
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IV. Discussion 

A Theory 

AL energies near Lhe peak of ~ , an ion can transfer considerable 

energy to the matter through which it passes. For example, 19F deposits 

"'300e V per A of UF4 . Thus it appears that there is no scarcity of available 

energy to cause sputtering . The key here is available. The energy given 

directly to nuclei is very small, less than .2e VI A in the example above . 

The rest goes to electrons causing both electronic excitation and ejection 

of electrons from atoms. For atoms to be sputtered from a m a terial, t h is 

electronic energy must be shared with the nuclei and it must be shared 

quickly enough that the energy remains localized. Otherwise, the energy 

will be distributed over too many atoms for any one atom to have a 

sufficient amount to enable it to leave the bulk. The observation that 

sputtering does occur in such insulators as UF4 (Griffith(79)), water ice 

(Cooper(81)), and l arge organic mole cules (Macfarla ne and Torgerson(76)) 

shows that such a transfer does take place. 

Several mechanisms have been advanced to explain how this transfer 

occurs . Macfarlane(76) suggeste d that the ejected electrons move freely 

in the bulk material, oscillating about and through the line of ionized 

atoms. Repeated collisions between the electrons and the atoms 1Yould 

transfer energy from the electrons to the atoms. Seiberling (80) has 

shown that this m e chanism cannot work in UF4 . The time r equire d for the 

electrons to transfer a sufficient amount of energy to the uranium atoms 

is an order of m agnitude grea ter than the time for the thermal energy to 

diffuse into the bulk. 
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Krueger(??) has tried to explain the sputtering of large, polar bound 

organic molecules by a variation of the Franck-Condon effect. The energy 

and charge behavior of such sputtering is similar to that seen in UF4 . He 

proposed that the large, time varying electric field (""5V IA) created by 

the ionization caused by a fast ion is sufficient in itself to lift the 

molecules into an unbound state. Unfortunately, this model has not been 

developed to the point of predicting the dependence of the sputtering 

yield on the energy or charge of the incident ion. It is also unclear how to 

extrapolate from one target material to another. 

Haff(76) has attempted to make use of the ion explosion proposed by 

Fleischer, Price, and Walker(75) to explain the formation of tracks in 

dielectrics. The ion explosion works as follows. An ion passes through a 

material, ionizing adjacent atoms along its path. The rate of such ioniza

tions per length is denoted by ~ and was first calculated by Bethe(30). 

In the Born approximation it takes the form 

dJ = Az0~ln(Be) 
d:r: e (4.1) 

where A and B are constants dependent on the incident ion and the tar

get material, e is the ion energy per mass, and zeq is the equilibrated 

charge of the ion. Zeigler(80) gives for this charge the empirical form 

(4.2) 

A= B+.0378 sin(*7tB) 

B = 5.6 t:*z 02/ 3 

where e is the ion energy per mass in MeV /amu and z 0 is the nuclear 
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charge. Ar:.other conuncnly used form for Zeq is tha.t of Heck;nan et 

al.(63), 

(4.3) 

This form differs from eqn.4.2 in that for small cit gives a greater charge, 

the difference being greater as the charge of the ion increases. For ions 

up to 35Cl the difference between eqns.4.2 and 4.3 is small. 

If the electrical conductivity is low enough the ejected electrons will 

take a long time to return to the ionized atoms. This delay will allow the 

ions to electrostatically repel each other, converting their electrostatic 

energy into kinetic energy. After a few collisions with neighboring atoms, 

the energy is further converted into thermal energy. Eventually this h eat 

dissipates by diffusion to the rest of the target material. In this picture, 

the atoms dislocated along the path of the incident ion form a region 

highly susceptible to chemical etching. The void remaining after such an 

etch would be labeled a track. 

Haff noted that at the surface of a material undergoing such an 

upheaval, atoms would be ejected. Such ejection of atoms is, by 

definition, sputtering. The number of particles ejected was assumed to 

be proportional to to the energy deposited by the incident ion. This 

energy was the electrostatic energy caused by the ionization from the ion 

and was proportional to the square of the charge per length so created. 

Since the charge per length was given by ~, the sputtering yield was 

proportional to 

(4.4) 



This was Lhe first model lo predict lhe exis:cnce of such sputtering 

There are a nwnber of thermal models of which two will be discussed 

at length here, those of Seiberling(80) and Watson(Bl). In these models 

energy deposited by the ion is converted to thermal energy in a region 

around the ion path. This region is called the hot core. Atoms then eva-

porate from the surface of this hot core. These models can b e divided 

into two portions, the deposition of energy into the core and the subse

quent thermal history of the core. The latter is the same in both of the 

models to be described and will be presented first. 

After a few collision times ("'5x10-13sec for leV 235U in UF4), the atoms 

in the core are assumed to be in local thermal equilibrium. The velocity 

distribution is thus a Maxwell-Boltzmann 

3 

F(v )dv = n[__g_j 2 e -Mv
2
/2JcT 47Tv 2 dv 

27rkT) (4.5) 

where n is the number density of atoms with mass M and velocity v. If we 

assume the presence of a step potential U at the surf ace, the filL'<: of 

atoms emitted into a solid angle dO at an angle 19. from the surface normal 

is 

(4.6) 

where u is the velocity of the atom after emerging from the surface. 

To arrive at the total number of sputtered atoms, the flux must be 

integrated over the area and the lifetime of the hot core and the velocity 

and solid angle of the sputtered atoms. 
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Integrating over velocity and sGlid angle first yields 

s =ff q; du dO (4.7) 

_ r k T 1*· -r;11cT 
-nl~ e 

This quantity is the rate of sputtering per unit area. A notable feature of 

the sputtering rate is the prediction that atoms of type i will be sput-

tered as 

(4.8) 

The temperature T will be corr.ill1on to the different atomic species as 

they are in thermal equilibrium. 

In the case of UF4 the ratio of rates, and thus to a first approximation 

the ratio of the total numbers of sputtered atoms, of 19F and 235U is 

(4.9) 

Thus, considering the composition of UF4 , it would be expected that 14.1 

19F per 235U will be sputtered if their surface binding energies are equal. 

This result is exact only if the temperature remains constant during the 

evaporation of the atoms. It also assumes that UF4 breaks up during 

sputtering. This assumption is probably not good as UF4 is known to eva

porate without dissociation (Griffith(79)). 

Returning to eqn.4.7, in order to make the physics more apparent, an 

exact integration will be foregone and a zeroth order integration will be 
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performed over lirne and area. For t.his the co1·e can b e pid.u1·ecl as ha\.~-

ing a constant radius To and a constant temperature 1'0 . If Lhe lifetime of 

the core is T 0 , the sputtering yield is given by 

S = J2rrTdT J dt s ( T(T ,t)) 

~ 1TT2 T n[ kT l* e-'.J/k.T 
0 0 ~ 

(4.10) 

( 4.11) 

At this point the dependence of To, T0 and To on incident ion and the 

target material must be examined. Seiberling(80) views the situation as 

a therrnalized ion explosion and thus dependent on the rate of ionization, 

~, caused in the target by the incident ion. The temperature is related 

to the deposited energy Ea by 

Ti is the initial temperature of the material. Ea is the electrostatic 

energy created by the ionization of the incident ion. 

In this model the ionization given by ~ is contained inside the 

radius T 0 . If the distribution of charge inside this radius is independent 

of ~ , the electrostatic energy E11 is proportional to 

(4.13) 

Equating E11 with Ea. Tc is given by 

(4.14) 
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vvherc a is a constant. 

The velocity distribution of 235U sputtered from UF4 has been meas

ured at v = 0° for two incident beams, 4.74..MeV19F and 13.MeV 35Cl (Seiber

ling(Bl)). These are shown in figs.6 and 7. Using eqn.4.6 it is possible to 

assign temperatures to these distributions. For the 19F, the tempe rature 

was 3620°K and for the 35Cl it was 5240°K. The temperature rise, T0 -T~. 

caused by the 35Cl was only 503 higher than that caused by 19F even 

though ~ from eqn.4.13 was 1953 higher. For comparison, ~ from 

Zeigler(BO) was 2043 higher. Thus, to a first approximation, 

(4.15) 

From the thermal diffusivity JC the lifetime can be estimated to be 

Tff 
To= -

41C 

Combining these with eqn.4.11 yields 

(4.16) 

(4. 17) 

(4.18) 

Watson(81) has considered a different mechanism for the conversion 

of deposited ion energy into atomic thermal energy. He assumed the 

atoms to be described by the Thomas-Fermi model, i.e., as clouds of fre e 

electron gas around nuclei. The passing ion deposits energy into these 

clouds which thermalize quickly. The hot clouds attempt to expand and 

so exert pressure on the neighboring colder clouds which causes them to 



move . As a clcud rnoves , so Joer. Lh~~ m~clcus v.'iLhin it. ~n this mu..nr!e:;·, 

e lectronic energy is rapidly a nd efficiently converted inlo atomic energy. 

·walson considers lhe energy deposited by the ion tn be radi;..lly dis

tribulcd as r-2 . This dislribution is cut off al lhe lowe r end by assuming a 

conslanl value for r adii less than the lo.thee spacing, l. The upper limit is 

set by the maximum radial travel of electrons Rutherford scaltered by 

the ion, i.e., the range of the delta rays . The scale of the deposited 

energy density, p(r), is set by the requirement that 

dE rrr=s. 
d:r: = J 

0 
2rrrdr p(r) 

- 1- dE (1 +2ln(r ~I L )) - 1 
Po = rrl2 d:r: u 

For p greater than Per• 

u 
Per= y 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

where U is the surface binding energy and Vis the atomic volume, the 

band structure will disappear and the atoms can be treated as in the 

Thomas-Fermi model. The energy density greater than Per will be shared 

with atoms out to reo such that 

r 
rrrc2o Per = fo co2rrrdrp(r) 

= [.1_ L dE 1 +2ln(r00 / l) * 
1f U d:r: 1 +2ln(r .,1 l) 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 
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G/k~ 

Tv - N kT . e 
e a J 

where 

To= 2rne4 
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(4.24) 

ne is the electron density at the surface of a Thomas-Fermi atom and Vis 

its volume. G is the band gap energy. Te can be set by 

(4.25) 

where E:p is the Fermi energy. f..E0 is the increase in electronic energy of 

the atom due to raising its temperature from 0 to T0 • It is set equal to U . 

The energy is assumed to diffuse out of the core in a random walk 

fashion. The lifetime of the core is thus 

where l is assumed to be the step length. 

The hot electronic cloud exerts a pressure P given by 

2 f..Ee 
P=---

3 v 

The force exerted on a neighboring atom is then 

F =PA 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

(4.28) 
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since Vis approximately l 3 . The energy transferred to atomic moticn is 

6Ea ~ 1 
("' ) 2 

Z!vf r T (4.29) 

The time T is that in which the two atoms lose contact and is approxi-

mately the time required to travel ~l. Therefore 

i__= l._[Flr 
2 2 M] 

Inserting this into eqn.4.29, 

Correcting for the cooling of the expanding atom yields 

b.Ea = (0.24).M'e 

The atomic temperature is 

2 b.Ea 
T =--

a 3 k 

R:j (0.16) T0 

(4.30) 

(4.31) 

(4.32) 

(4.33) 

One further point is the treatment of the surface binding energy 

appearing in the exponential in eqn.4.12. Watson replaces this by an 

effective energy U011 . The atoms inside the radius rco are all assumed to 

have an electronic energy U; U011 is thus zero initially. 6Ea of this is then 
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tr<:insfcrred to atmnic energy and is therefore taken to be the final Ueff. 

As D.Ea is simply ~kT, the exponential in eqn.4.12 reduces to the constant 

0.22. 

Putting all of these pieces in eq~.4.12 gives for the sputtering yield 

2 kTa [~* S = (0.22) TrTca Ts na 2rrM (4.34) 

S depends on the portion of : deposited within a radius rca. i.e., it is the 

. d dE d.Ere (rca) 
restncte dx , dx . · 

All of the theoretical predictions hold only for ions in charge equili

briUID. 

B. Results 

The requirements of beam focusing and energy selection allow the 

beam from a Van de Graaff to be in one charge state only and all of the 

data on the sputtering of UF4 previous to this work were collected using 

beams incident on the UF4 in single charge states. These data are shown 

in fig.8, ·the numbers beside the. data points being the charge states of 

the beams used. The data indicate a dependence on the charge state 

showing that the sputtering mechanism is at work at depths less than 

those required to establish charge equilibration. Therefore it was neces-

sary to eliminate the process of equilibration in order to see only the 

sputtering mechanism. 
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To ctrecl equilibraliun, two type:; of expcdmcnts were performed, 

transmission and stripped beam sputtering. Figs.9, 10, and 11 show the 

spullering yields versus ion energy for 160, 19F, and 35Cl, respectively. The 

160 data consist only of stripped beam points while for the 19F and 35Cl 

there are both stripped and transmission data. These data are given in 

table 2 as well. The curves show the least squares fits lo [ ~ r with the 

values of A and B shown. Fig.10 and 11 show the yields as calculated by 

Watson(81). Fits to [~r and [~r as measured in V.B .• are shovm in 

:fig.12 for stripped beam 19F along with [ ~ r and [ ~ r The best fit is 

given by [ ~ r. 
For comparison, the data of Hakansson et al.(80) for cs+ sputtered 

from Csl by 160,32S, 63Cu, and 1271 are shown in :fig.13. Fig.14 shows the 

Hakansson et al. data for Cs I, glycylglycine, and ergosterol sputtered by 

63Cu. The latter two targets are organic molecules of weight 132 and 396 

arnu, respectively. The sputter products observed were {M+H)+ where M 

was the target molecule. Along with the data are >C fits to [ ~ r The data 

were fit with eqn.4.3 for z 9 q instead of eqn.4.2 as with the UF4 data. For 

160 , the difference was small while for 1271 the data could not be reason

ably fit with eqn.4.2. 

Despite the differences between Csl, glycylglycine, ergosterol, and 

UF4 , the energy dependence is quite similar. The values of A and B 

derived from all of the [ ~ r fits are given in table 3. 
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The magnitude of the transmission data is consistently greater than 

that of the stripped beam experiments, being "'40% higher for 19F and 

"'100% for the 35Cl. These results are to be contrasted with the findings of 

Hakansson(81a) for Cs I. For an incident beam of 42.Me V 160, the stripped 

beam and transmission yields were. indistinguishable, as can be seen in 

fig.15. 

By taking the equilibration process into account it was possible to 

extract the equilibrated sputtering yield from the single charge state 

data. To look at individual charge states, it is first necessary to calculate 

the evolution of the charge state distribution. This evolution can be 

described by the set of rate equations 

(4.35) 

where A;; is the fraction of the beam in the k 1h charge state, uc and ui are 

the cross sections for electron capture and loss respectively, and n is the 

atomic density of the target. This ignores the effect of multielectron 

transfers. According to Betz(72), these transfers are small for the ions 

used in these experiments. 

In equilibrium A'.dx)=O and, using the k =z 0 equation, 

one derives a ratio for Uc and a, of neighboring states 

ac(k+l) 
Ut (k) 

(4.36) 

(4.37) 
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1\ comrnon praclice (8ctz) for pordmclrizing '., ~1cse data is to ns:·ume 

the exponential forms 

(4.38) 

Eqn.4 .36 now reads 

(4.39) 

As fig.16 shows, this form provides a good fit to the charge fraction data 

of Wittkower and Betz(?3) for 19F at 28.Me V. 

Unfortunately, this gives only the sum of the length scales a and b. 

For simplicity they Vvill be assumed lo be equal. For a and b not equal, 

the effect will be to skew the length scales of the A (x ). This skewing only 

serves to confuse the overall length scale and does not alter the depen-

dence of the sputtering yield on the incident charge stale. 

The magnitude of O"c and oi was estimated by comparing the data of 

Angert et al.(68) for lithium, nitrogen, and iodine in N2 with the general 

theoretical consensus that the cross sections vary as 

(4.40) 

where ZT is the nuclear charge of the target. It is knovm (Betz(72)) that 

the cross sections for polyatomic systems are less than the sum of the 

individual cross sections and further that extrapolation from the region 

referenced to atoms as heavy as uranium tends to overestimate. Because 

of this, the length scale was considered uncertain to a factor of "'2. 
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Thus armed with tentative values for the cross sections, the rate 

equations can be solved. First, the equations are cast in matrix form 

A'.l:(x) = Rkt.Ai(x) ( 4.41) 

The solutions are of the form 

( 4.42) 

where the ~k's and the a.'s are the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of R. The 

full solution is 

(4.43a) 

ai = L:;(~)j!1 .Ai(O) (4.43b) 
l 

The sum over j and l should properly extend, for example, from -1 to 

9 in the case of 19F. Experimentally it is seen that few of these charge 

stales have measurable populations at any given ion energy. Limiting the 

summations to these states simplifies calculations considerably. 

Fig.17 shows the charge fractions versus x for 19F al 28. MeV for zi 

5. 

In terms of the charge state fractions, ~ (x ), the average charge is 

replaced by 

z (x) -> L;kA.rc (x) (4.44) 
le 

and the nth power of the average charge by 

(4.45) 
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Second, assume that the removal of atoms from a surface is 

exponentially correlated to the conditions in the bulk material, i.e., by 

( ') __ 1_ -lz - z'l/>-.s 
g x,x - ~ e (4.46) 

This has been shown to be exact for the case of collisional sputtering (Sig

mund(81)) . Since the sputtering yield S varies as zn with n=B, as indi-

cated by the [ ~ r fits, the sputtering yield is given by 

S = Af dx g(x,O) zn(x) 
0 

00 

= AJ dx g(x,O)l:;knA.l:(x) 
0 k 

=A I; At(O)(t)ij1tik kn (l-aiXs)-1 

jkl 

where A is the ubiquitous constant. 

(4.47) 

(4.48) 

A simpler way of taking equilibration into account was by a sugges

tion of Griffith(81). Assume that the distribution of charge states can be 

well characterized by the average charge and that this charge varies 

exponentially from the initial to the equilibrium value as 

(4.49) 

Substituting this into eqn.4.47, the sputtering yield is given by 

Xe [ [ ] ]n Ac 00 - -y Z· 
S =A z;'q -J dye X.s 1+ -~--1 e-Y 

~ 0 Zeq 
(4.50a) 
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(4.50b) 

where A is a constant. 

If n is an integer, s simplifies to the nth degre e polynomial 

]

-1 [ ]le n n! Ac zi 
S =~kl( -k)I l+~ --l 

lc=O · n · ''s Zeq 
(4.51) 

Incident charge data for 19F at 28.5MeV are plotted in fig.18 along with 

arbitrarily normalized S from eqn.4.48 with A.=700A and n=8. The 

corresponding fit to eqn.4.51 is shown for comparison. It is apparent that 

taking the individual charge states into account has little e ffect. 

The two approaches differ in the values they predict for the sputter

ing yield of a beam in charge equilibrium. This quantit y is denoted by 

Seq. In the average charge model, Seq is simply the value of the fitted 

curve at z0 q and is given by Az~9 from eqn.4.50a since s=l at z=z09 . In the 

charge fraction picture, S09 is A~kn by eqn.4.48. The A in eqns.4.48 and 
le 

4 .50a are the same. Thus, Seq is the z =z09 value times the quantity 1'J 

given by 

(4 .52) 

The denominator is z~. 1'J varie s from 00 to 1 as the e nergy varie s from 0 

to oo and is "'1.5 in the r egion of interest. It was calcula ted using the d a ta 

of Wittkowe r and Be tz(73). 
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Eqn.4.51 was used to fit the incident charge data. Taking zeq from 

Zeigler's empirical expression, eqn.4.2, the fits on figs.19, 20, and 21 for E 

= .25, .5, and 1.MeVI amu were obtained. These data are given in table 4 

as well. The derived values for ~c are shown in fig.22. Table 5 gives these 
s 

values of ~ along with those from Hakansson(81b), which are discussed 

below. 

Xe 
Using the fitted value of .46 for As at 1.Me VI amu, the exponent n 

was varied to fit the data. This gave n =9.6±1.0. Taking n=B, the data were 

fit to Zeq. Thi.s gave Zeq =5.9 ±1.3 as opposed to the value of 6. 74 given by 

eqn.4.14. A similar procedure at 1.5Me VI amu yielded n=B.24±.83 and 

Zaq=?.35±.33. Eqn.4.2 gave Zeq=?.29 at this energy . 

.. On~e· .the ·~ ~e~e. d~te·~~~ed, ~e~ could be calculated at each 

energy. The Seq are shown in fig.23 along with the stripped beam and 

transmission data. 

To appreciate the difference between Seq and the stripped beam and 

transmission data, other data should be examined. Hakanss on( 81 b) has 

performed this experiment with 20.MeV 160 as the beam and glycylglycine, 

ergosterol, and CsI as the targets. Glycylglycine and ergosterol are 

organic molecules of weight 132 and 396 amu respectively while Csl is an 

ionic compound. The observed pr.oducts were (M+H)+ for the organics and 

cs+ for Csl. These data, along with x2 fits to eqn.4.51, are shovm in figs.24, 

25, and 26. In addition, the experiment was done with a gold stripper foil 

in front of the glycylglycine. The data with and without the stripper foil 

are shown in fig.24. In contrast to the UF4 results, the stripped beam 

yields fall below the Saq from the incident charge state data. 
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The difference in u,ndition~ br:twecn the expcrirnents dcscribeJ here 

and lhose of Hakansson et al. &re unclt:ar. The distance between the 

stripper foil and the target is not stated, although the requirem::::nts of 

their experiment force the placement oi the stripper rrruch farther fron1 

the target than was possible for the experiments described here. 

Because of this, it is possible that atomic states excited in passage 

through the foil were still present when the beam struck the UF4 • 

Another possibility is that the shower of energetic electrons generated by 

the ion in passage through the foil in some manner enhanced the sputter

ing yield in the UF4 • Such enhancement has been seen by Ahn et al.(75). 

Both of these effects would have been present in the transmission experi

ments as well. In the Hakansson et al. experiments, both excited atomic 

states and the electron shower would have had a chance to dissipate 

before the beam reached the target. 
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V. Rutherford Scaltering Exi;ierimcnts 

A Equipment 

All Rutherford scatt2ring experiments were performed in the center 

leg scattering chamber. The targets were clamped to the brass bracket 

on the linear motion feedthru. A quartz crystal was also mounted on the 

bracket to aid in beam focusing. Surrounding the targets was a cylinder, 

"'4" in diameter, made of copper screen. This cylinder served as a secon

dary electron suppression grid and aided charge integration. It stood on 

a lucite block and was biased to -300v. The targets, on the insulated 

feedthru, were biased to +soov. Two slots were cut into the cylinder to 

allow an entrance for the beam and an exit for the scattered atoms. The 

slot on the beam side of the target extended from ..... 90° to 200°, and the 

second from ..... 20° to 70° in terms of the scattering angle. Both were ~~" 

wide and centered in the plane of the beam. The second slot allowed foil 

targets to be examined at small scattering angle s with concomitant large 

cross sections. For such targets, a graphite block attached to the back of 

the brass bracket served as a b e am dump. 

The collected charged was sent to a Brookhaven Nuclear Instruments 

Corp. Model 1000 current mete r and integrator via RG-58 cable. The out

put of the integrator was in turn sent to a Tennelec TC 550 scaler from 

which the total charge incident on the target was read. As read on the 

current meter, the leakage current on the target was <50pA. 

The detector used was an Ortec BA-23-50-100 surface barrie r detec

tor. It was mounted on one of the two detector mount arms in the 

scattering chamber. These arms are concentric with the target bracket 
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and can be rotated through a full 360°. The detector mount was placed s o 

that its collimating aperture was 8.5cm.from the target. 

The second detector arm was used to support a 18.Bµg / cm.2 carbon 

foil on an aluminum holder. A lucite block insulated the aluminum from 

the arm; the aluminum was connected to the brass targe t bracket by a 

short piece of copper wire. The carbon foil was 1" from the target a nd 

could be swung in and out of the beam in front of the target. A baffle on 

the aluminum holder prevented atoms from scattering from the carbon 

and entering the detector. 

Fig.27 shows the equipment described above. 

The output of the Ortec detector was sent to a Nuclear Data ND 4420 

MCA via a Systems Research Corp. preamp and a Canberra 2010 amplifier 

with RG-58 .cable. An. Ortec 210 power supply was used to put 50v of bias . 

on the detector (with .23µA of leakage current) . This bias produced an 

active depth of 100.µm. in the detector, significantly longer than the 

75.µm. range of 23.9MeV rnF which was the most pene trating beam to enter 

the detector. To guard against drifting of the gains of the amplifier and 

preamp, the output of a ENC DB-2 pulse generator was fed into the test 

input of the preamp during the experiments. The output level was 

adjusted so that the t est pulses appeared above the spectra on the MCA. 

The width of the resulting peak served as an indicator of the gain stability 

of the detector syst em . The u se .of t he pulse generator was suggested by 

B.H. Cooper. 

The target used for mea.suring the relative numbers of sputtered 235U 

and 19F atoms was a carbon foil which had been use d as the s tripper foil 

in the 180 stripped beam experiments. After the 160 runs were compleled 

the c a tcher foils were moved out of the way and an additional 3x 1012 19F at 
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9.5.Me V were put onto the targe t. Since the stripped sputtering yield at 

this energy was 14.2, the carbon foil, silting at l.2crn, was struck by 

l.Ox1013 235U/ cm.2 . This was in addition to the 7.x1012 235U/ cm.2 incident 

during the 160 runs. Thus, if all the incident 235U atoms stuck, the carbon 

foil h eld a layer of 1.7xl013 235U/cm.2 . This was "'.01 monolayer of 235U and 

"'.2 monolayer of 19F (if U !/=Up). While a thicker layer would have b een 

desired, the unknown probabilities for uranium and fluorine s ticking on 

each other would have made analysis difficult. 

B. Analysis and Results 

The target was analyzed with l. 5Me V alphas at a scattering angle of 

55° . Fig.28 shows the measured spectrum. Clearly visible are the carbon 

and uranium peaks. In addition, there are peaks due to oxygen, mag

nesium, chlorine, and copper. The oxygen was probably in the form of CO, 

C02 , and H20 absorbed on the foil surfaces . The amount of oxygen seen is 

cons istent with "'l monolayer on each side. It should be noted that the 

oxygen layer was probably laid down after the UF4 sputtering occurred as 

the UHV conditions prevailing during sputtering were sufficient to clean 

the carbon foil. The chlorine derives from the BaCl2 used in fabrication of 

the carbon foil (any barium was buried under the uranium peak) . The 

origin of the magnesium and cop.rer is unclear. 

The carbon and uranium peaks were fit with gaussians on their high 

energy side. The low energy sides were ignored as energy straggling 

through the foil gave them a different half width than their high energy 

partners. Using the fitted locations of the peaks and the energies a l 

which l .5Me V alphas scattered from carbon and uranium lie, the energy 
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sco.le W R S c .sl:.lbfo:hetl . Table 6 give s the e~:cr~ i c.:; and cho.nncl numbe rs of 

lhe imporlant nuclides. 

'fhe contaminants oxygen and magnesium were fit with the shape of 

the carbon as they were equally likely to be on both sides of the foil. The 

fl.uorine peak. or rather the absence of it, was treated a s having the shape 

of lhe uranium peak. 

At the location of fluorine, there is only a fl.at background. As fig.29 

shows, the spectrum in this region can be satisfactorily described by the 

tails of oxygen and magnesium peaks and a fl.at background of 68.0 

counts/channel. Any fluorine peak present was surely less than 3a of this 

or "'25 counts/channel. The uranium peak on the other hand had a 

height of 620 counts/channel. For this combination of energy and angle, 

lhe ratio of cross sections for alphas on fluorine and uranium was 

!!i!j__ 
a( U) - 105. (5 .1) 

Combining all of these, the ratio of the numbers of sputtered fluorine and 

uranium atoms was 

N(F) < 4 . 
N(U) 

(5.2) 

at the 3a level. Using the temperature measured with 4 .74!JeV 19F, 3620°K 

(Se iberling(80)). this limit implies 

(5.3) 

assuming that the fluorine and uranium atoms are ejected seperalely. 

Considering the relative electronegativities of fl.uorine and uranium, this 

limit is physically plausible. It should be noted that this resull is 
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susccpi.ible to cliarge build up on the target surface. If lhe secondary 

emission rate of UF4 is greater than one, a positive voltage will appear on 

the surface of the electrically insulating UF4 . Since the uranium and the 

fluorine initially appear as u4 + and F-, such a voltage would inhibit the 

emission of fluorine while enhancirig that of uranium if no chemical 

changes take place. It is known that the chemistry of the uranium does 

change as Seiberling(80) observed the sputtered uranium to be neutral or 

singly charged only. 

dE p 
The UF4 target used for dx measurements was "'1600 A of UF4 on a 

copper backing. It had been used as the target for a stripped beam run 

with 19F. It was kept in the UHV chamber under vacuum until it could be 

mounted in the scattering chamber. This was done to minimize the 

target's exposure to air as it was known to be hydroscopic. In transfer-

ring it from chamber to chamber, it spent less than ""* hr. at atmo

sphere. To aid in energy calibration, a bare piece of copper was mounted 

along with it. 

The detector was set at a scattering angle of 160°. A .0935" aperture 

(.0443crn2) was placed in front of the detector. A typical spectrum, in 

this case E(19 F)= 19.Me V, is shown in fig.30. 

Analyzing the data required that an energy scale had to determined 

for every setting of amplifier gain. As the gain was changed with each 

beam energy to allow the spectra to occupy a comfortable portion of the 

MCA display, the energy calibration was performed at every beam energy 

used (if an energy was repeated, so was the calibration). The uranium in 

the UF4 and bare copper gave two points through which a straight line was 

fit. No attempt was made to force the line through the origin as the scat

tered atoms lost energy in the gold layer on the front of the deleclor and 
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thus produced an offset. The magnitude of this offset was small com

pared to Lhe points of interest and followed the shape of : . 

Since the Rutherford cross section varies as E-2, the observed spec

tra tended to vary as E-2 as well. This rapid variation in the number of 

counts per channel h indered the location of the edges on the spectra. To 

get around this difficulty, the spectra were multipled through by the 

square of the channel number (which was almost proportional to the 

energy). This flattened the spectra very well. The location of the edges 

were determined by drawing a straight line through as many points as 

possible and reading off the channel number where the line went through 

half of the peak minus background value. This method appeared to give 

the e dge location to within "'1-2 channels. The resolution of the uranium 

edges was typically better than that of the copper edges. 

Using these two targets, two measures of ~ were possible. The first 

was the width of the portions of the spectra due to scatterings from 

uranium, i.e., the difference in energy between the upper and lower edges 

of those portions. The second measure was the shift in position of the 

copper edge between the bare copper target and the copper with UF4 . 

dE Unfortunately in neither of these cases can values of dx be extracted 

unambiguously. This results from the kinematics of the scattering. 

Consider for example a 19F incident on a layer of UF4 D.x thick with 

energy E0 . If the 19F scatters from a 235U at the surface at an angle v, its 

energy drops to 

E' == K!!Eo , (5.4a) 

2m!lmF(l-cos19-) 
K '.I = -------.,,---

(m!!+mF )2 
(5.4b) 
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If the 19F scatters from a 235U at the back of the UF4 , it first loses energy 

due to ~ in the UF4 , then loses a fraction 1-Ku of its energy in scalter-

ing, and again loses energy to : as it passes out of the UF4 . In the 

second passage, the length of UF4 seen by the 19F is D.x /cos'!}. If the : 

losses are small enough so that : can be assumed constant during each 

passage, the emergent 19F has the energy 

E" = Ku(Eo-D.E(Eo))-~b.E(Kr;(Eo-D.E(Eo))) 
COSv 

(5.5) 

where 

(5.6) 

: is considered to b e positive. 

The difference between E' and E" is 

- 1 Dr; - KuD.E(E0 )+ -"-~D.E(Ku(E0-D.E(E0))) COSv 
(5.7) 

The same situation holds for a 19F scattering from a copper atom at the 

copper surface. For a bare copper target the 19F energy after scattering 

is 

(5.8) 

When there is a layer D.x of UF4 on the copper, the scattered energy, again 

assuming that the ~ is constant dlITing each p assage, is 

(5.9) 
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Thus the energy difference for copper scattering is 

Deu = Keub,.E(E0)+~D,.E(Keu(Eo-b,.E(E0))) • 
COSv 

(5.10) 

As can be seen, both measures of ~ , Dr.r and Dai, involve r;:; at two 

different energies. 

Without an 'endpoint' to start from, the Di cannot be solved for the 

~. Vfhat was done instead was to calculate d:: for 19F in UF4 from pub-

li~hed tables using Bragg's rule. The a: so derived were used to calcu-

late the Di. These were then compared to the observed Di· Two tables of 

: were used. One was Northcliffe and Schilling(?O), a widely used refer

ence. The other was Zeigler(80) which is the most recent and thus hope

fully the more accurate compilation of : . 

The calculated and measured Dr.r are shown in fig .31. The larger 

uncertainties of the Dau rendered them unusable for fitting purposes. 

The calculated Dr.r were normalized to the measured Dr.r at .25J.1e V/ amu. 

As can be seen, Northcliffe and Schilling give the better fit to the 

observed values although it is consistently 15% high. The : from Zeigler 

is seen to peak higher in energy than the Dr.r indicate while N orthcliff e 

and Schilling peaks at a lower energy. In addition, the peak of Norlhcliffe 

and Schilling is too sharp while that of Zeigler is too fiat. 

Based on these compa risons, it is felt that fig.32 shows the true r:;; . 
The : from Zeigler and N orthcliff e and Schilling are shown for com-

parison. 
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Also performed vvith UF4 were two runs with incident charge states 

much hig her that those ordinarily produced by the tandem, namely +5 at 

E = 4.75MeV and +7 at 19.MeV. These were compared with runs per

formed with +2 and +4 respectively. The equilibrated charges, as com

puted by Zeigler's empirical formula, eqn.4.14, wer e +4.61 and +6.74. 

The aim of this experiment was to see if the charge equilibration le ngth 

could be seen in : . 

As a collection of ions enters a material, the average charg e will go 

from that of the incident charge distribution to one cha racteristic of the 

ion species and energy (ignoring target effects). Let this change be 

modeled by eqn.4.34 . Since dE/dx varies as z 2 , in a thin layer of matte r 

the energy loss will be given by 

(5.11) 

= tiE(zJ . 

Therefore, by m e asuring tiE with different incident charg e state s a value 

of A/ l could be obtained. 

The m e asure m ents of tiE made at 4.75MeV with zi = 2 and 5 and at 

19.!Je V with zi = 4 and 7 showe d no zi d ependence. From Rutherford 

scattering, the UF4 thickness was measured to be 106.µg I crn2 giving l the 

va lue of 1580A. Using this, the limits on)-... are 
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( LI ~r~ U .!') -- 39 ° >-. __ r...,,.,e -""' .A (5.12a) 

>-.(19.MeV) ~ 170.A (5.12b) 

at. lhe 3a level. 

A problem complicating lhe r::; me<:lsuremenls wilh UF4 is that lhe 

UF4 sputlers away during the measurements. For this reason it was 

necessary to limit the amount of beam used and thus also the statistical 

quality of the observations. For most measurements this was not 

significant. Only for the 6.E(zi.) experiments did this prove to be a limita-

lion. For these experiments it was decided to use a U02 target as U02 is 

known to have a small sputtering yield in the energy region of interest 

(Seiberling(81)). It is shown in fig.33. The erosion of such a target could 

be ignored. It appeared that U02 was close enough to UF4 in atomic and 

electronic density thaLa comparison between the two was appropriate. 

The U02 target was bombarded with 19F with energies of 9.5, 19., and 

28.5Me V. Half of the beams at each energy were in the tandem-selected 

charge states. The rest were passed through the carbon foil mounted on 

the detector arm before striking the target. It was assumed that this 

passage put the beam into charge equilibrium. 

The data were analyzed with the same method used for UF4 . Due to 

the higher number of counts in the spectra, the resolution was better 

than with UF4 , ranging from .2 channels at 9.5Me V to .4 at 28.5Me V. The 

quantity actually measured was Deu. (the thinness of the U02 layer 

ensured that Dr.; only measured the detector resolution) . To extract 6.E. 

: was assumed to have the shape of Zeigler's data while the normaliza

tion was set by comparing the calculated Deu. to the measured values. 
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Again no zi dependence was found for 6E. Assuming a thickness of 

110.A for the U02 layer, as implied by Rutherford scattering, the only 

limit thal could be given on A. was al 9.5MeVwhere 

A.(9.5Me V) :-:;; 75.A (5.13) 

at the 3a level. At the other energies, A. was consistent with infinily. 
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VI. Conclusions 

In summary, yields were measured for 235U sputtered from UF4 by 160, 

19F, and 35Cl over the energy range "'.12 to 1.5 !.foV/arnu. The yidds were 

measured for a charge equilibrated beam L.'1 the stripped beam arrange-

menl for all the incident ions and in the Lransm issiori arrangcrnenl Ior isF 

and ll5Cl. In addition, yields were measured for 19F incident in a wide 

range of discrete charge states . 

The angular dependence of all the measured yields were consistent 

with a cosine distribution. The x21 N derived from fitting to Cl cosine were 

typically one with N=16 to 40, the worst case being x2/N=l.5 with N=16. 

All of the stripped beam and transmission data can be well fit by the form 

s~ [~r (6.1) 

where e is the ion energy in MeV / amu and z 0 q is taken from either Heck

man el al.(63) or Zeigler(80). The data are inconsistent with [ ~ r [: r. 
[dEr dE . and dx . dx was measured for 19F m UF4 by Rutherford scattering for 

the purpose of comparison Yv"ith the data. 

The fitted values of B in eqn.·6.1 for the various sets of data are con

sistent with a constant Ba. equal to 36.3±2.7, independent of incident ion. 

All experimental values of B are V'.'i.thin 1.4a of Ba. The fitted values of A 

show no consistent variation with incident ion although a difference can 

be noted between the stripped beam and transmission values , the 

transmission values being higher than those of the stripped beam. 
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The incident charge data were w~li fit by t!·1c assumptions that the 

sputtering yield depended locally on a povrer of the incident ion charge 

and that the sputtering from the surface is exponentially correlaLed to 

conditions in the bulk. For the tv;Q energies at which a suiLably wide 

range of jncidenl charge data were avni]able, 1 and lY,, Afr~ V/ am11. fits to 

the data yielded the power on the charge to be 9.6±1.0 and fl 24±.83 

respectively. These powers are not inconsistent with [ ~ r 
The equilibrated sputtering yields derived from these data are in rea

sonable agreement with the stripped beam yields although, on average, 

slightly lower. 

In addition, to aid in the understanding of these data, the data of 

Hakansson et al.(80,Bla,Blb) were examined. The stripped beam data of 

Hakansson el al. (80) of Cs+ sputLered from Cs I by various ions can. also be 

well fit by the form [ ~
4 

although zeq must be taken Irom Heckman el 

al.(63) instead of Zeigler(80) to.fit the heavier ions. In these data, as with 

the UF4 measurements, the fitted values of B are consistent ·with each 

other and, indeed, with those from the UF4 data. Contrary to the UF4 fits, 

the A showed a strong dependence on the ion, dropping a factor of 2.88 in 

going frorn 160 to 1271. In view of the different form used for z 8 q, it is 

unclear if any importance should be attached lo this variation. 

A measurement was made of the sputtering yields for 42. Jfa V 160 in 

stripped beam and transmission modes (Hakansson et al. (Ell 21)). Contrary 

to the UF4 results, the yields agreed. However, the ion energy was much 

greater than any used in U1',4 measurements so that the resulls may not 

be in conflict. 
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The incident charge datu of Hakansson et al.(81b) for glycylgiycine, 

ergosterol, and Cs I sputtered by 20.Me V 160 can also be well flt by tbe 

above assumptions. H should be noted that fits to th<?-::.;e data r e qmre 

different ro.Lios of the charge to sputtering equilib:rntion lengths, <lemon

slr?tting that the two lengths are not governecl. by the samP. mech11nism; 

e.g., neither is proportional le the target electron density. 

The magnitude of the transmission data for UF4 is consistenlly 

greater than that of the stripped beam experiments, being "'40% higher 

for 19F and "'100% for the 35Cl. Assuming that the sputtering yield is pro-

portional to z 8 , as indicated by the [ ~ r fit, these differences could be 

explained by letting z 6 q be 4.3% higher in the transmission experiments 

than in the stripped beam for 19F and 9.1% higher for 35Cl. Thls effect 

could be caused by ions picking up electrons as they exit a solid, thus 

lowering the z 6 q seen by the UF4 in the stripped beam experiments. IL 

should be noted that this is the converse of the expectation of Belz and 

Grodzins(70) and Bohr and Lindhard(54) who expect the emergent ions to 

be highly excited and thus lose electrons via the Auger mechanism as 

they exit. 

Two other explanations for the variation in overall magnitude of the 

UF4 yields are the existence of atomic states excited in the beam by pas

sage through matter and the energetic electron shower generated by a 

fast ion in passage through matter . Both of these would change lhe elec

tronic environment in the sputtered material and could Lhus efTecL the 

apparently electronic sputtering mechanism. Any exciled state would be 

in equilibrium population while in passage through matte r. Upon exiling, 

a fraction of such states would decay before the beo.m rcencounlercd 

matter, as in the stripped beam experiments. An electron s hower •rnuld 
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ab;o be in ey_uilibrium while Lhc beam we:n in malter. On exiting it V\'ould 

disperse and on reentry '."i'ould require time to reequilfora.te. Thw; Lhe 

difference between stripped henm al!rl. transmission exp2rirnenL;. Jn 

incidcnL charge expP.rirnenls both of these effects ~wo1..1ld hc.ve been 

11bsrnt. from the beam when it encountered the tur,~et. Due to I.he experi

mental arrangement, they also appear to have been absenl in the 

Hakansson el al. experiments. 

The extent of the role that excited atomic states could play in 

affecting sputtering is unclear. TI1at they could have an effect is seen 

from the vrnrk on Rydberg atoms -.vhere atomic radii of many tens cf 

angstroms have been seen (Zimmerman et al.(79)). Inside of such radii 

the charge as seen by a bombarded atom would be larger than the net ion 

charge. The lifetime of such states would also be very short, of 01·der Vwn 

over the interalomic spacing. Such rapid depletion could be overcome by 

large populating cross sections. 

The effect of energetic electrons is better understood although the 

state of knowledge is still incomplete. Ahn et al.(75) has shown that 

simultaneous bombardment of Si02 by low energy ions and electrons 

achieves a larger sputtering yield than ions alone. Knotek and F'eibel

man(79) have demonstrated a mechanism in a similar syslem, Ti02 , 

whereby electrons, or photons, of a sufficient energy sputter oxygen. The 

mechanism works as follows. Electrons of energy greater than 34.eV 

eject an electron from the 3p state of a Ti4 + on or very close to the sur

face. An electron from the 3p valence band of 0 2- falls to fill it and the 

31.e V liberated serves to Auger eject one or two eleclrons from Lhe 0 2 -. 

The oxygen thus becomes neutral or positively charged and is driven off 

of the surface. Such a mechanism could conceivably be al work in Si02 , 
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anJ. lJ1"4 as wPll, to enlwncc the sputtering yield in Lhe sirn:..1lt.2nc>rJu~: _pr;:'c-

cnce of ion::: and electrons. 

The w•1ocity and aYJgular distrihut:ons nf the dutd ::tror;g i~/ ::;u_s.s;r:~-:L 

that Lhe sputtering mt;chanism is thermal in naLure. Of lhe t.wo Lhcnn<ll 

model::; discussed in IV.A., th:=lt of Sei..herling(BO) is the c loses t in a.;n-:c-

ment with the sputtering data, both for UF4 and Csl and for the organics 

ergosterol and glyr:.:ylglycine. Of these, only the first two are mat~!'ials in 

which Seiberling's model should be appropriate . The model contains no 

provisioilS for the surviviil of large organic molecules. The model also 

considers the core temperature to be independent of incident beam 

whereas a 50% increase is seen from 19F to 35Cl. A final disagreernenL is to 

be found in the prediction that the yield is inversely proporlional to the 

thermal diffusivity, ~- Griffith(Bl) has shovrn that the yield is the same 

for amorphous and crystalline Si02 despite the order of mr:i.gnitude 

difference in~ for the two states of the compound. 

Watson(81) has done calculation$ of the sputtering yield that are in 

general agreement with the 19F data, reproducing the trend of the data 

with energy of the incident ion and giving the approximate magnilude. 

The yields calculated for :35cz are low by a factor of "'4. ~ is taken as an 

input although assumptions as to the spatial extent of the deposited 

dEre . d energy, i.e., ~ are require . The atomic temperatures calculated, 

2600°K for .25 .MeV/amu 19F and 4200°K for .37 .MeV/amu 35Cl are both 

lower than the experimental values, 3620°K and 5240°K re spec lively, but 

do reflect the trend of the data. 

It should be noted that the model of Seiberling possesses two free 

parameters while that of Watson contains none. 
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To critique the theoretical work done on dectronic regime sputter-

. dE t b . d ing, d:x mus e exmrnne . 
dE 
d:x can be broken inlo lhrce parLs; Lhe 

ent~l'BY given to elt::ctrons ejected irom alcms, Lhe energy given Lo alon1ic 

excitF.1.tion, and the energy gi·:en directly to nuclei. It can Cll'.~o be divided 

into reslricled energy loss, i.e., Pnc:cgy deposited inside or oulsiJe of a 

given radius. For the energy regime in question, the nuclenr energy is 

some three orders of magniLude below Lhe rest and will be ignored. In 

the models concerned with ejected electrons, the quantity of interest is 

the number of electrons (the primary ionization rate) rather than lheir 

energy. This quantity would thus be expressed as the energy transfer Lo 

electrons divided by the average energy so transferred. 

A difficulty with all the realistic models proposed lo date is that the 

portions of : assumed to couple to atomic motion are inaccessible to 

direct experimental examination. For example, measurements of the pri

mary ionization rate, ~, are clouded by secondary ionizaUon. Thul is, a 

fraction of the electrons observed emanating from matter under ion 

bombardment are due to electrons originally ejected by the ion (pri

maries) ejecting other electrons (secondaries). The only way to separate 

the two varieties is to lower the target density sufficiently to make the 

secondary emission negligibly small. However, in doing so the electronic 

envirorunent of the outermost, loosest bound electrons is considerably 

altered. Since these are the ones most likely to be ejected by a passing 

ion, they are the ones most affected by such a change in electronic 

configuration. This casts any attempt lo measure the primc.ry ionization 

rate in doubt. 
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cff,' . A similar difiicully holds for U1e pcrlion of d.x ccpn::::enlmg u.lornic 

"l t" dEex 'fh f d exc1 a 10n, d.x -o e presence' o secon· ary electrons dem.onstr:1te that 

atorr.ic excitation, at lea~t by the Auger process. la.kcs pliice som:..: di:s-

tanc~ fr0m the ion path. This secondary excitation is probably Loo far 

fro1n lhe ion path to assist in sputLering but will nevertheless appear in 

any measurement of d:;:r: . Whether a. sufficiently selective mea:sure of 

local excitation can be made is uncle<J.r. The same difficulty pl2,gues the 

restricted energy loss, d!" (r 0). As with ~ lowering the density of the 

system would remoYe the secondary complication but it would also rob 

the system of any collective modes of excitation. Thus it appears that 

both the atomic excitation n.nd restricted portions of d1-- are also inac-

cessible. 

As a further point it should be noted that one cannot discriminate 

dJ dEex . . f 1 dEex . between dx and ~by the mvocat10n o a :sum ru e as ~is a meas-

ure of energy and ~ is a measure of number. Therefore models using 

one cannot be directly compared to models using the other. 

With these points in mind, it can be seen that comparison of lhe data 

with theoretical predictions is clouded by the uncertainty as lo where any 

discrepancies arise. That is, whe.ther the disagreement lies in the model 

itself or rather that the portion of d::: input is inappropriate. Indeed, 

Duck el aL(BO) have taken this point lo its extreme by devising an empiri-

cal function, f (v ), from their organic sputtering dala 

f (v) = e -2.52v/v8 z 0 (6.2) 
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where v 8 is the Bohr velocity :::uc.h tho.t 

dP. S ~ f (v)-."-. · ctx (6.3) 

lJ ntil a method of ddermin.ing the appropriate fraction oi dE is dcv
d:x 

ised, progre~s in theoret.icnl understa..nding will be difficult. 

As a guide for further theoretical work, it must be noted Lhal all of 

the mechanisms discussed, namely electrostatic repulsion, both by direct 

ejection and by deposited heat, electronic pressure of excited ntoms, and 

Auger-induced desorption, are physically capable of producing sputtering 

to varying degrees in di.ff erenl materials. A complete understanding of 

the phenomenon requires that all of these, and possibly others as well, be 

considered and allotted their due importance. 
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Table 1 

Errors in fit due to a target not at the center of the catcher cylinder. 

The sputtering data were fit to the form 

n(il) = n 0cos'l'J 

which assumes that the target is at the cylinder center. For a target at 

(x ,y), the distribution becomes 

n(-6) = cos'l'Jcos( 'l'J-<t') 

. where a is the cylinder radius. Forcing values from _ 18 equally spaced 

points from this form to fit n 0 cos'l9- with n 0=1 produces n 0'. The values in 

the table, !Jn, are J 1-n0'J . These were taken to be the errors introduced by 

having a target at (x,y). 
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Table 1 

Target Offset Error 

x{mm) y{mm) Lm(%) 

0. 0. 0. 

0. 1. 4.5 

0. 2. 8.7 

0. 3. 12.7 

1. 1. 4.5 

2. 2. 8.7 

3. 0. 0.9 

3. 3. 12.6 
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Table 2a 

Yields of 235U s puttered from UF4 by 160 in the stripped beam arrange

menl. As the uncerta inty due to charge integration, assumed to be 10%, 

is the largest contribution to the uncertainty, a is given with and without 

it to make clear the effects of the other uncertainties. 

2b 

Stripped beam and transmission yields for 19F on UF4 . 

2c 

.Stripped beam and transmission yields for 35Cl on UF4 . 



Table 2a 

l(JO Yields - Stripped Beam 

E:(Ue VI amu) 

0.125 

0.25 

0.5 

0.75 

1.5 

S a( tot -ch.) 

2.74 0.15 

5.84 0.32 

6 .10 0.34 

3 .83 0.21 

2.14 0.12 
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a( tot) 

0.28 

0.60 

0 .63 

0.39 

0.22 
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Table 2b 

19F Yields - Stripped Beam 

f;(Ue VI amu) s a( tot-ch.) a( tot) 

0 .125 4 .02 0.24 0.47 

5.40 0.31 0.62 

0.25 13.87 0.78 1.60 

14.72 0.82 1.69 

0.5 13.32 0.76 1.53 

17. 16 0.96 1.97 

0.75 9.75 0.56 1.12 

12.10 0.65 1.38 

1. 8.72 0.50 1.00 

10.16 0.56 1.16 

1.5 5.43 0.30 0.62 

6.08 0.34 0.69 

19F Yields - Transmission 

f:(UeV/amu) 

0.125 

0.25 

0.5 

S a( tot-ch.) a( tot) 

7. 70 0.67 1.02 

8.21 

15.31 

18.89 

21.30 

0.71 

1.35 

1.66 

1.77 

1.09 

2.04 

2.51 

2.77 
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22.89 2.04 3.07 

26.56 2.20 3.45 

0.75 15.96 1.37 2.1 1 

1. 11.82 1.08 1.60 

12.59 1.08 1.66 

1.5 6.56 0.56 0.86 
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Table 2c 

35Cl Yields - Stripped Beam 

c(.Me VI amu) s u(tot-ch.) u(tot) 

0.14 46.7 2.6 5.3 

0.27 141.9 7.9 16.2 

0. 39 202.0 11.1 23.0 

0.53 210.5 11.8 24.2 

0. 78 197.2 11.0 22.7 

0 .89 175.4 9.8 20.0 

192.0 10.8 22. 1 

35 Cl Yields - Transmission 

c(Ue VI amu) s u(tot-ch. ) u(tot) 

0.125 65.3 5 .3 8.4 

71.6 5.8 9.2 

0.25 235.1 19.0 30.3 

0 .375 358.9 29.1 46.3 

0 .5 386.1 31.3 49.8 

0.625 452.8 36.7 58.4 
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Table 3a 

Values of A and B obtained from fitting the sputtering data to the 

form 

s = [~r 

= ( Az0~(e ~ln(B e) 
4 

"\Yhere Zeq (e) was taken from Zeigler( BO). In accordance with the [ ~ r fits, 

n was taken to be 8. 

The "experiment" column refers to the type of experiment, stripped 

beam (s. b.) or transmission (tr.). 

3b 

Values of A and B derived from fitting the data of Hakansson(81b) for 

Cs I to the form above. All of these data were taken in the stripped beam 

arrangement. 
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Table 3a 

Parameters from [ ~ r fits to UF4 

Beam Exp. 

160 s .b. 

19F s.b. 

tr. 

35Cl s.b. 

tr. 

A a(A) 

0.0097 0 .0003 

0.0111 0.0003 

0.0113 0 .0002 

0.0099 0.0001 

0.0119 0.0003 

B 

36.5 

31.7 

37.7 

38.38 

37.3 

a(B) 

2.9 

2 . 1 

1.7 

0.55 

1.6 
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Table 3b 

Parameters from [ ~r fits to cs 1 

Beam A a(A) B a(B) 

160 0 .00627 0.00008 42. 7 1.2 

32s 0.00507 0.00016 38.5 2.4 

63Cu 0.00366 0.00001 35.5 0.8 

1271 0.00218 0 .00003 39.6 0 .9 
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Table 4 

Incident charge sputtering yields for 19F on UF4 . As in table 2, a is 

given with and without the 10% charge integration uncertainty. 
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Table 4 

rnF Incident Charge Yields 

c(Me VI amu) q s a( tot -ch.) a( tot) 

0.25 2 7.40 0 .41 0.84 

5 11.29 0 .62 1.29 

6 11.91 0 .67 1.36 

0.5 3 5.34 0 .29 0.60 

6 7 .80 0.41 0.88 

1. 4 1.96 0.11 0.23 

2.19 0.12 0.25 

6 3 .15 0 . 17 0.36 

7 4.22 0.24 0.49 

8 7 .32 0.40 0.83 

1.5 5 1.05 0 .059 0 . 12 

7 2.35 0.13 0.27 

8 3.16 0.18 0.36 

9 8.83 0.48 1.01 
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Table 5 

Values of ~ from fits to incident charge data. The data were fit to 

the form 

n n! 
S(q) =So k~ok!(n-k)! 

where Zeq was taken from Zeigler(80) for the UF..i data and from Heckman 

et al.(63) for the glycylglycine, ergosterol, and CsI data of Hakansson et 

al.(81b). >--c is the charge equilibration length while "As is the equilibration 

length associated with sputtering. In accordance with the [ ~ r fits, n 

was taken to be 8. 
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Table 5 

Ac Filled ratios of equilibration lengths, As 

Beam c(MeV/ arnu) Target 

t9F .25 UF4 0.087 

.5 0.17 

1. 0.46 

1.5 0.98 

160 1.25 Cs I 0.47 

ergoste rol 0.58 

glycylglycine 0.39 

a 

0.029 

0.08 

0.03 

0.15 

0.07 

0.05 

0.06 
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Table 6 

Nuclides of interest for a carbon stripper foil bombarded by uranium 

and fluorine atoms. The channel numbers are those of the 1.5 MeV alphas 

scattered at 55° from the various nuclides as shown in fig.28. The posi

tions of elements with more than one stable isotope were averaged ove r 

those isotopes. 
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Table 6 

Posilions of Nuclides on Carbon Stripper Foil 

Nuclide Channel Number 

i2c 546.5 

160 590.1 

19F 610.8 

24Mg 635.3 

Cl 666.0 

Cu 695.2 

2s5u 723.0 
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Figure 1 

Schematic of experiments designed to measured the sputtering yield 

of ions in charge equilibrium. The top figure is the stripp ed beam 

arrangement showing the placement of the carbon stripper foil . The tar

get is on a thick copper backing. At the bottom is the t ransmission 

arrangement where the sputtering target is on the back of a carbon foil. 
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Figure 2 

Layout of the Tandem Van de Graaff accelerator. Negative ions were 

sent into the accelerator and stripped of electrons by N2 gas as they 

passed through the terminal. Upon exiting, the ions were sent through 

the go0 spectrometer magnet which selected the ions vvith the desired 

energy and charge state. From here the ions were directed into the N10° 

bearnline, focused by a quadrupole magnet, and sent into the UHV 

chamber. 

A carbon foil was mounted on a dogleg in the beamline between the 

exit of the Tandem and the go0 magnet. This foil could be moved in and 

out of the beam and served to extend the range of charge states pro

duce d by the Tandem. 
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Figure 3 

Outline of the Nl0° beamline and UHV chamber with its ancillary 

equipment. The beamline was pumped by a diffusion pump. A liquid 

nitrogen cooled trap isolated the bearnline from the UHV chamber which 

1vas pumped by an ion pump. 

A collimator was mounted in a cross in front of the cylinder. It was 

insulated and could be biased to suppress electron emission. Between 

the collimator and the chamber was a permanent magnet for deflection 

of electrons escaping from the collimator. 

The ion pump was backed by a sorption pump. The chamber was 

brought lo atmospheric pressure with N2 which was passed through a 

liquid nitrogen cooled cold trap to remove impurities. 
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Figure 4 

Target mount and catcher cylinder in transmission arrangement. 

The front set of collimators has been removed for clarity. The target was 

mounted on a copper block which was in turn mounted on a Macor block. 

A chromel-constantan thermocouple was mounted in a hole drilled 

through the copper block between the target and the quartz beam view

ing disc. The target heater was sandvviched between the copper and the 

Mac or. 
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Figure 5 

Geometry used for determining the effects of a target not at the 

center of the catcher cylinder. 
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Figure 6 

Velocity distribution of 235U sputtered from UF4 by 4. ?4 Me V 19F (neu

tral component only). 
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Figure 7 

Velocity distribution of 235U sputtered from UF4 by 13. Me V 35Cl (neu

tra l component only). 
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Figure 8 

Yield of 235U sputtered from UF4 by 19F (Griffith(79)). The numbers 

beside the points were the charge s tates of the 19F incident on the UF4 . 
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Figure 9 

Yield of 235U sputtered from UF4 by 160 in the stripped beam arrange

ment. The solid curve is a fit to 

where & is the energy per mass in Me VI amu of the ion. zeri is taken from 

Zeigler( BO). The fitted parameters, A 4 and B, are shown. 
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Figure 10 

Yield of 235U sputtered from UF4 by 16F in the stripped b eam and 

transmission arrangements. The solid curves are fits to [ ~ r with the 

values of A4 and B shown. Also shown are t h e yields calculated by Wal

son(81). 
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Figure 11 

Yield of 235U sputtered from UF4 by 16Cl in the stripped beam and 

transmission arrangements . The solid curves are fits to [ ~ r with the 

values of A4 and B shovm . Also shown are the yields calculated by \Val

son(81). 
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Figure 12 

Stripped beam yields for 19F along vrith fits to [ ~ r [ ~ r [: r and 

[ ~ r as determined by Rutherford scattering in section V.B. 
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Figure 13 

Yields meas ured by Hakansson et al.(80) of cs+ sputtered from Csl by 

160, 32S, 63Cu, and 1271. The curves are fits to [ ~ r with Zeq given by Heck

man el al.(63) . This form is 

where z and e are the nuclear charge and energy per mass of the ion in 

Me VI amu, respectively. This form differs from Zeigler(80) in that for 

h eavier ions it gives a greater charge at low energies. The difference for 

an ion as light as 160 is very s light while for 1271 the Heckman value is 54% 

greater than Lhe Zeigler value a t e= .2Mev/ amu. 
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Figure 14 

Sputtering yields of Cs I, glycylglycine, and erg osterol by 63Cu as 

measlITe d by Hakansson(80) . The observed sputter products were cs+ 

and (M + H) + where M was glycylg lycine and ergosterol. 
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Figure 15 

Strippe d beam and transmission yields of cs+ sputtered from Cs I by 

42.UeV 160 (from Hakansson(81a)). The angle~ is the angle between the 

b eam and the target normal. 
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Figure 16 

The ratio of charge states A1~:)l) versus charge number k for 28.MeV 

19F e merging from carbon. This ratio is related to the electron capture 

and loss cross sec lions, a c and ai, by 

A(k) 
A (k + 1) = 

As the data show, it can be well fit by a simple exponential. 
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Figure 17 

Charge fractions in a 28.Me V 19F beam versus depth into UF4 for a 

bea m initia lly in the +5 charge state . 
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Figure 18 

Incident charge data for 1* UeV/ amu 19F with fits to the average 

charge and charge fraction forms. 
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Figure 19 

Incident charge data for )1 Me V / amu 19F with a fit to the average 

charge form. 
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Figure 20 

Incident charge data for ~ MeV/ amu 19F -with a fit to the average 

charge form. 
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Figure 21 

Incident charge data for 1 MeV/ amu 19F with a fit to the average 

charge form. 
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Fjgure 22 

Values of ~ derived from fits to incident charge d ata versus ene rgy. 

The solid curve is a power lnw fit to the data. 
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Figure 23 

Seq derived from fits lo incident charge data along 'With stripped 

beam and transmission yields for rnF. 
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Figure 24 

Incident charge data from Hakansson(81 b) for 20 . .MeV 160 on glycyl

glycine along with a fit to the average charge form. 
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Figure 25 

Incident charge data from Hakansson(81b) for 20.MeV 160 on ergos

terol along with a fit to the average charge form. 
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Figure 26 

Incident charge data from Hakansson(Blb) for 20 . .MeV 160 on Csl along 

with a fit to the average charge form. 
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Figure 27 

Equipment used for Rutherford scattering measurements. The tar

gets were mounted on a vertical linear motion fe edthru. A graphite beam 

dump was mounte d behind the targets for use vvith foil targets. The sur

face barrier detector with its defining aperture vras mounted on a rotat

able arm centered on the target f eedthru. The second arm was used to 

hold a carbon foil which could thus be moved in and out of the beam. For 

charge integration, the foil mount was insulated from the arm by a Lucite 

block and was attached to the targets by a copper vvire. A cylinder made 

of copper mesh surrounded the target and foil holder and was biased to 

suppress secondary electron emission. 
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Figure 28 

Energy spectrum of 1.5 MeV alphas scattered at 55° from a carbon 

foil of nominal thickness 18.3 µg / cm2 • The foil had been used as a 

stripper foil for a stripped beam experiment and had thus been exposed 

to both the uranium and fluorine atoms sputtered from UF4 . The foil was 

analyzed in an attempt to measured the ratio of sputtered uranium and 

fluorine atoms. The points of the spectrum marked by the various 

nuclides were determined by assuming the two large peaks were due to 

12C and 235U and that the energy was linear in the channel number. 
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Figure 29 

This figure shows the spe ctrum in fig.28 in the region where scatter

ings from 19F would appear. The data in this region c an b e described by a 

fl.al background and the tails of the 160 and 24Mg peaks (the peaks v,rere 

considered to have the same shape a s the 12C peak). From the standard 

deviation of the background, the ratio of fluorine to uranium atoms was 

N(F) 
N( U) ~ 4· 

at the 3a level. 
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Figure 30 

Spectrum of 19.UeV 19F scattered from UF4 on copper at 160°. 
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Figure 31 

Comparison of D'.l measured by Rutherford scattering and predicted 

by the ~ tables of Northcliffe and Schilling(70) and Zeigler(80). The 

values of Dr.J predicted by ~ have been reduced by the amounts shown 

to make them agree with the ~J.Je VI amu measurement. 
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Figure 32 

~ for 19F in UF4 as given by Northcliffe and Schilling(70) and 

Zeigl er(80) and as implied by Rutherford scattering m easurements. The 

ilnplied : c urve is to be considered uncertain to "'1% at the low energy 

end progressing to "'5% at the high energy end. 
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Figure 33 

Spultering yield for 13.MeV 35Cl on U02 (Seiberling et al.(81)). The 

magnitude and energy dependence are consistent vvith collision cascade 

spultering. 
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